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I support the broad direction of PC1, but do have concerns about some of the detail in the 

proposal. 

The areas I will cover are   – Rule 3.11.2 Objective 2   Vibrant Communities 

- Rule 3.11.3 Policy 6  Land Use Change 

- Rule  3.11.3 Policy 2c  Use of the Nitrogen Reference Point 

 

Vibrant Communities – The plan talks about the need to maintain” vibrant communities”, but 

I see the following risks to this objective.  

 The longer term financial impact of these changes on rural towns are likely to be 

more negative as the plan moves through each stage. 

 The drop in farm productivity when the 25% of highest nitrogen leachers change their 

farm systems to comply, will impact on spending and employment in these towns. 

 These towns may require large capital expenditure to manage point source discharge 

from aging and undersized systems feeding into the rivers. 

Result - There needs to be actual monitoring of the impact on these towns. 

 

Land Use Change – I see issues here around farmers potentially needing consents to move 

land up the nutrient intensity table. 

 Consents are usually slow, complex and expensive. 

 Dairy farms near me have left dairying in the last three years – should circumstances 

or ownership change can these farms return to dairy easily ? 

 Horticultural land near Pukekohe is being lost to houses. The demand for vegetables 

will only increase so where will this land for intensification be found ? 

 

Use of the Nitrogen Reference Point – Is it the best tool to be achieving the result ? 

 Its proposed to use the Nitrogen Reference Point [NRP ] as the tool to bring the 

highest nitrogen leachers back to the 75th Percentile and cap everyone else. 

 The NRP is based on Overseer which does not claim complete accuracy, so may be 

open to scientific and legal challenges. 

 Farm Environment Plans [FEP ] may be a better tool because they focus on physical 

attributes and infrastructure as well as nutrient management. 

 This means the FEP has a wider focus on all four contaminants. 

 The FEP will tackle the most critical issues first, so even though it isn’t measured, 

contaminant risk will reduce through improved infrastructure and management. 

 I believe the FEP can deliver a reducing trend in the losses of all four contaminants, 

rather than the narrow focus of the Nitrogen Reference Point. 

In summary I believe most of the primary sector is supportive of the drive to improve our 

waterways. However, if the conditions imposed are too onerous the regulators will lose the 

support of this sector which I believe is sympathetic towards realistic change. 



 

 

 


